We consider the concepts of a t-total vertex cover and a t-total edge cover (t ≥ 1), which generalize the notions of a vertex cover and an edge cover, respectively. A t-total vertex (respectively edge) cover of a connected graph G is a vertex (edge) cover S of G such that each connected component of the subgraph of G induced by S has least t vertices (edges). These definitions are motivated by combining the concepts of clustering and covering in graphs. Moreover they yield a spectrum of parameters that essentially range from a vertex cover to a connected vertex cover (in the vertex case) and from an edge cover to a spanning tree (in the edge case). For various values of t, we present N P-completeness and approximability results (both upper and lower bounds) and FPT algorithms for problems concerned with finding the minimum size of a t-total vertex cover, t-total edge cover and connected vertex cover, in particular improving on a previous FPT algorithm for the latter problem.
Introduction
In graph theory, the notion of covering vertices or edges of graphs by other vertices or edges has been extensively studied (see [24] for a survey). For instance, covering vertices by other vertices leads to parameters concerned with vertex domination [20, 21] . When edges are to be covered by vertices we obtain parameters connected with the classical vertex covering problem [19, p.94] . Covering vertices by edges, i.e. finding edge covers, was first considered by Norman and Rabin [30] . Finally, when edges are to cover other edges, we obtain parameters associated with edge domination (introduced by Mitchell and Hedetniemi [25] ). These problems have long been a testbed for the design of parameterized algorithms (or for showing the limitations of that approach) [9] . However, in particular only recently has a systematic study of variants of vertex cover problems been initiated with respect to parameterized complexity [18, 29] .
Clustering in graphs is another fundamental concept with a large range of practical applications [14] . Connectedness can be seen as one of the weakest notions of clustering: it is reasonable to assert that a vertex set can be termed a cluster only if it is connected. When being used for classification purposes, there is rarely only one cluster, but rather a number of them, each representing some concept, i.e., one is looking for connected components. In order to exclude trivial cases and to define meaningful concepts, it may often be appropriate to impose a lower bound on the number of elements per cluster.
In this paper we consider a synergy of the notion of clustering with each of the concepts of vertex and edge covering. Throughout we assume that G = (V, E) is a connected graph, where n = |V | and m = |E| ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ t ≤ n, a t-total vertex cover (henceforth a t-tvc) in G is a vertex cover S in G such that each connected component of G [S] , the subgraph of G induced by S, has at least t vertices. Similarly, for 1 ≤ t ≤ m, a t-total edge cover (henceforth a t-tec) in G is an edge cover S of G (i.e. each vertex of G is incident to an edge in S) such that each connected component of G [S] , the subgraph of G induced by S, has at least t edges. Hence, if S is a t-tvc or t-tec, then S is a vertex cover or edge cover respectively such that each member of S belongs to a "cluster" containing at least t elements of S.
The concept of a total dominating set in a graph, first defined and studied by Cockayne et al. [6] , illustrates one case where the notions of clustering and covering (vertices by vertices) have already been brought together. A set of vertices S is a total dominating set of G if (i) S is a dominating set (i.e. every vertex in V \S is adjacent to a vertex in S), and (ii) each connected component of G[S] has at least two vertices.
The notion of a 2-tvc was first defined by Jean Blair [2] using the terminology total vertex cover (by analogy to the term total dominating set). It is straightforward to present relationships between the minimum size of a t-tvc (respectively t-tec) for various values of t and established parameters concerned with vertex covering (respectively edge covering) in G. Throughout this paper, our notation follows and extends that of Harary [19] . Let α 0 (G) denote the minimum size of a vertex cover in G. A connected vertex cover (henceforth a cvc) in G is a vertex cover S in G such that G[S] is connected. Let α c 0 (G) denote the minimum size of a cvc in G. It follows that a 1-tvc is simply a vertex cover (recall that m ≥ 1), whilst a cvc of size t is a t-tvc. For t ≥ 1, let α 0,t (G) denote the minimum size of a t-tvc in G. Then α 0,1 (G) = α 0 (G). The parameters α 0,t (G) for t ≥ 2 do not appear to have been studied in the literature previously. In Section 2, we present some additional relationships involving the parameters α 0 (G), α 0,t (G) and α c 0 (G). Now let 1 ≤ t ≤ m -we turn to the concept of a t-tec. It follows that a 1-tec is simply an edge cover (again recall that m ≥ 1), whilst a minimum (n − 1)-tec is a minimum connected edge cover, i.e. a spanning tree. Let α 1,t (G) denote the minimum size of a t-tec of G, and let α 1 (G) denote the minimum size of an edge cover of G. Then α 1,1 (G) = α 1 (G). The parameters α 1,t (G) for t ≥ 2 do not appear to have been studied in the literature previously. In Section 2, we present some additional relationships between the parameters α 1 (G) and α 1,t (G).
We remark that, for a t-tvc (respectively t-tec) to exist, it is sufficient that each connected component of G has at least t vertices (edges), and the results in this paper also hold in such a setting. However for ease of exposition, and due to the correspondence between t-tvcs and t-tecs with connected vertex covers and spanning trees respectively, we choose to assert throughout that G is connected.
Given t ≥ 1, let vc, t-tvc, t-tec and cvc denote the problems of computing α 0 (G), α 0,t (G), α 1,t (G) and α c 0 (G) respectively, given a connected graph G where n = |V | and m = |E| ≥ 1 (additionally n ≥ t in the case of t-tvc and m ≥ t in the case of t-tec). Let vc-d, t-tvc-d, t-tec-d and cvc-d denote the decision versions of vc, t-tvc, t-tec and cvc, respectively. Hence, the question is, given a graph G and a parameter k, whether there is a cover C (with the additional properties specified by the problem) such that |C| ≤ k.
For each t ≥ 2, we show in Section 3 that t-tvc is N P-hard and not approximable within an asymptotic performance ratio of 10 √ 5 − 21 − δ (> 1.3606), for any δ > 0, unless P=N P. However on the other hand we prove that t-tvc is approximable within 2. We also prove that t-tvc-d is N P-complete, even for planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3. Moreover we show that there exists a constant δ t > 1 such that t-tvc in bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3 is not approximable within δ t unless P = N P. Finally, we give a parameterized algorithm for 2-tvc-d with complexity O * (2.3655 k ). Here the parameter is the size of the 2-tvc.
cvc is N P-hard, even for planar graphs of maximum degree 4 [16] , though polynomial-time solvable for graphs of maximum degree 3 [34] . For a tree T , finding a minimum cvc is trivial (if T = K 2 , one vertex will suffice, otherwise the set of non-leaf nodes is a minimum cvc in T ). It is known that cvc is approximable within 2 [33, 1] . In Section 4, we show that cvc is not approximable within an asymptotic performance ratio of 10 √ 5 − 21 − δ, for any δ > 0, unless P=N P. The complexity of cvc in bipartite graphs does not seem to have been considered in the literature so far. We show that cvc-d is N P-complete, even for planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 4. We also present a parameterized algorithm for cvc-d with complexity O * (2.9316 k ), improving on a previous algorithm due to Guo et al. [18] , having complexity O * (6 k ). Here the parameter is the size of the cvc. We remark that, independently and by using different techniques, Moelle et al. [26] present a parameterized algorithm for cvc-d with complexity O * (3.2361 k ). Furthermore, following that approach, an improved algorithm for the same problem, having complexity O * (2.7606 k ), will be reported [27] . 1-tec, i.e. the problem of finding a minimum edge cover, is polynomial-time solvable [30] . In Section 5, we give a Gallai identity involving α 1,t (G) for each t ≥ 1. We use this to prove that t-tec-d is N P-complete for each t ≥ 2. We also show that t-tec is approximable within 2 for each t ≥ 2, though there exists some δ > 1 such that 2-tec is not approximable within δ unless P=N P. Finally we show that t-tec-d is in F PT for each t ≥ 2 (where the parameter is the size of the t-tec) and the parametric dual of 2-tec-d is also in F PT . This gives one of the few examples where both a problem and its dual belong to F PT .
Preliminary observations involving α 0,t (G) and α 1,t (G)
Proof. 1. If S is a (t + 1)-tec then clearly S is a t-tec. Moreover clearly any t-tec is an edge cover.
2. If S is any t-tec, then as m ≥ 1, it follows that G[S] has at least one connected component, which contains at least t edges.
3. Let S be a minimum t-tec and let T be a spanning tree of G. Then T is a t-tec, so that |S| ≤ |T | = n − 1. Now suppose that G[S] contains at least two connected components. Then |S| ≥ 2t > n − 1, a contradiction. Hence G[S] is connected, so that |S| ≥ n − 1. Thus α 1,t (G) = n − 1.
4. Let T be a spanning tree of G and let t = t − (n − 1). As G is connected we may construct a t-tec S by adding t edges to T . Then |S| = t, so that α 1,t (G) ≤ t. Hence α 1,t (G) = t by Part 2.
5. Let t = n − 1. By Part 4, α 1,t (G) = t. Now suppose that t < t and α 1,t (G) = t . Let S be a t -tec such that |S| = t . Then G[S] contains one connected component, for otherwise |S| ≥ 2t , a contradiction. Hence S is a spanning tree such that |S| = t < n − 1, a contradiction.
Complexity and approximability of t-tvc
We begin with a lower bound for the approximability of t-tvc in general graphs.
Theorem 3. For each t ≥ 1, t-tvc is N P-hard and not approximable within an asymptotic performance ratio of 10
Proof. For t = 1 the result follows by [8] . Now assume that t ≥ 2. Let G = (V, E) be an instance of vc. We lose no generality in assuming that G is connected and
The result follows by [8] .
We now present an upper bound for the approximability of t-tvc.
Theorem 4. For each t ≥ 1, t-tvc is approximable within 2.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be an instance of t-tvc (then G is a connected graph, where n = |V | ≥ t and m = |E| ≥ 1). Savage [33] presents an approximation algorithm for cvc: the algorithm computes a cvc S in G such that |S| ≤ 2α 0 (G). Suppose firstly that t ≤ |S|. Then S is a t-tvc, and |S| ≤ 2α 0 (G) ≤ 2α 0,t (G) by Proposition 1, as required. Now suppose that t > |S|. Let t = t − |S|. As G is connected, we may construct a t-tvc S in G by adding t vertices to S. Then |S | = t, so that S is in fact a minimum t-tvc by Proposition 1.
The next two results concern the complexity and approximability of t-tvc in bounded degree bipartite graphs, for each t ≥ 2.
Theorem 5. For each t ≥ 2, t-tvc-d is N P-complete for planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 3.
Proof. Clearly t-tvc-d belongs to N P. To show N P-hardness, we give a reduction from the N P-complete restriction of vc-d to planar graphs of maximum degree 3 [17, 16] . Hence let G = (V, E) (a planar graph of maximum degree 3) and k (a positive integer) be an instance of this problem. Let E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } for some m. We define an instance of t-tvc-d as follows. Construct a graph
suppose that e i = {u, v} for some u, v ∈ V . Add the edges {u, w i,1 }, {w i,j , w i,j+1 } (1 ≤ j ≤ t − 1) and {w i,1 , v} to E . Clearly G can be constructed in polynomial time from G, and G is planar, bipartite and has maximum degree 3. Let k = k + (t − 1)m. We claim that G has a vertex cover of size at most k if and only if G has a t-tvc of size at most k .
For, suppose that G has a vertex cover S of size at most k. Let S = S ∪ W , where W = W \{w i,t : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Then it may be verified that S is a t-tvc of G , and
Conversely suppose that G has a t-tvc of size at most k . Choose S to be such a set that minimizes |S ∩ W |. It is straightforward to verify that W ⊆ S , since t ≥ 2. Also, S ∩ W = W . For, suppose that w i,t ∈ S for some i (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Let e i = {u, v} for some u, v ∈ V . Define S = (S \{w i,t }) ∪ {u}. Then S is a t-tvc of G , |S | ≤ |S | ≤ k , and |S ∩ W | < |S ∩ W |, contradicting the choice of S . Hence the claim is established. Let S = S ∩ V . Then it may be verified that S is a vertex cover of G, and Proof. vc in cubic graphs is not approximable within 100 99 unless P=N P [5] . By considering this problem as the starting point for the same reduction as in the proof of Theorem 5, it again follows that α 0,
[35, Theorem 60], where β 1 (G) is the size of a maximum matching in G, since G is cubic. It follows that α 0,t (G ) ≤ (5t − 4)α 0 (G). Hence the reduction of Theorem 5 is an L-reduction (defined in [31] ) with parameters α = 5t − 4 and β = 1. The result follows by [35, Theorem 63] .
The next result concerns the parameterized complexity of 2-tvc. Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph. Firstly, we describe an algorithm running in time O * (4 k ). It is known (see [9, 7] ) that all minimal vertex covers of size at most k can be enumerated in time O * (2 k ). Of course, a (minimal) vertex cover need not be a 2-tvc, but all 2-tvcs of size k can be obtained by "extending" minimal vertex covers of size at most k.
For each minimal vertex cover C of G described at a leaf of the search tree, we construct a hypergraph H as follows: V = V \ C are the vertices of the hypergraph, and the hyperedges E are the open neighbourhoods of the vertices in C that do not contain (other) vertices from C. Now, a "minimum extension" of C to a valid 2-tvc corresponds to a minimum hitting set in H. Since |E | ≤ k, this can be done in time O * (2 k ) according to [12] ; see also [9, Theorem 8.1] . This shows that 2-tvc-d can be solved in time O * (4 k ). To improve on this running time, observe that the degree-0 and degree-1 reduction rules of vc-d (c.f. [9, p.21] ) are also valid for 2-tvc-d with some variation, since we should now deal with instances in which some vertices are already marked. More precisely, we say that a vertex is 1-marked if it is known to belong to the vertex cover, and it is 2-marked if, in addition, also one of its neighbours is known to belong to the vertex cover. Moreover, a vertex is 0-marked if it is unknown if it belongs to the vertex cover, but one of its neighbours does belong to the vertex cover. Notice that the particular neighbour that testifies why a vertex has become say 0-marked may be later deleted since the necessary information is kept in the markings. To be coherent with the search tree part, we manage the parameter budget in a way that the 1-and 2-marked vertices are already taken into account; hence we have a NO-instance (corresponding to this branch of the search tree) if the parameter budget falls below zero.
We use the following colouring handling rules:
• If vertex x is unmarked but neighbour of a 1-marked or 2-marked vertex, then 0-mark x.
• If vertex x is 1-marked and neighbour of a 1-marked or 2-marked vertex, then 2-mark x.
• Merge two 2-marked vertices.
• If the parameter drops below zero, we have a NO-instance.
These rules guarantee that the 1-marked and 2-marked vertices form an independent set in the graph, and that there is at most one 2-marked vertex in a reduced instance.
In the following, we always assume that we have already exhaustively executed the colouring handling rules.
Let us first consider the case that x is a vertex of degree 0.
• If x is unmarked or 0-marked, then delete x.
• If x is 1-marked, then we have a NO-instance.
• If x is 2-marked, then delete x.
If x is a vertex of degree 1 with unique neighbour y, then do the following:
• If x is unmarked or 0-marked, we distinguish two subcases:
-If y has degree 1, decrease the parameter by 2 if x and y are both unmarked, and decrease the parameter by 1 if x or y is 0-marked. In both cases, delete both x and y. -Otherwise, y has degree at least 2. If y is unmarked, 1-mark y. If y is 0-marked, 2-mark y. In both cases delete x and decrement the parameter.
(For if C is a minimum 2-tvc that includes x, then (C \ {x}) ∪ {z} is a minimum 2-tvc excluding x, where z = x is adjacent to y.)
• If x is 1-marked, then 2-mark y and decrement the parameter.
• Finally, if x is 2-marked, then delete x.
If the vertices that are unmarked or 0-marked form an independent set, a vertex cover has been found; without any 1-marked vertices, we have a 2-tvc.
When we branch in the first phase of the algorithm (that basically enumerates the minimal vertex covers), the branching itself must also respect the markings of the vertices. Of course, only 0-marked or unmarked vertices will be considered for branching. If x is an unmarked vertex chosen for branching, then in the case that x is put into the cover, it will show up as a 1-marked vertex in the recursion. If x is 0-marked, it will show up as a 2-marked vertex in the recursion. In the case that x is not taken into the cover, it will be deleted from the instance (as usual), irrespective of whether x is 0-marked or unmarked. At the beginning of each recursive call, all reduction rules will be exhaustively applied.
We arrange our search tree so that it always tries to branch at an unmarked vertex if such a vertex x exists. By the reduction rules, x has degree at least 2, and none of its neighbours is 1-marked or 2-marked. Hence, we either take x into the cover (reducing the parameter by 1) or all of its neighbours go into the cover (reducing the parameter by at least 2). Therefore, the running time of this part of the enumeration can be estimated by the recurrence relation T (k) ≤ T (k −1)+T (k −2). The partial search tree T based on branching at unmarked vertices therefore has O * (1.618 k ) nodes. After having branched at all unmarked vertices, we next consider an edge whose endpoints x, y are both 0-marked. Since it might well be that all other neighbours of x and y are 1-marked or 2-marked, we cannot guarantee to reduce the parameter by more than 1 in the branching that takes either x or all of its neighbours into the cover. Hence a leaf node of T at parameter height i will be replaced by a tree of height O * (2 k−i ) in the complete search tree T . We finally consider the Hitting Set phase of the algorithm. Any leaf node x of T (corresponding to a vertex cover but not necessarily a 2-tvc) has an ancestor y that is a leaf node of T at parameter height i. Recall that branching on a vertex that is already 0-marked produces a 2-marked vertex. Such vertices do not need to be taken into account in the Hitting Set instance. That is, the Hitting Set instance corresponding to node x involves only the i vertices that are 1-marked, created at y and above in T . Since at most i hyperedges will be created, the Hitting Set phase at node x runs in O * (2 i ) time. Hence if T has l i leaf nodes at parameter height i, the overall complexity of our algorithm can be estimated as
Complexity and approximability of cvc
We begin with two results concerning the complexity and approximability of cvc in general graphs and planar bipartite graphs of bounded degree.
Theorem 8. cvc is not approximable within an asymptotic performance ratio of 10 √ 5 − 21 − δ, for any δ > 0, unless P=N P.
Proof. The result follows using the construction in the proof of Theorem 3 for the case that t = 2.
Theorem 9. cvc-d is N P-complete for planar bipartite graphs of maximum degree 4.
Proof. Clearly cvc-d belongs to N P. To show N P-hardness, we use the same reduction as in Theorem 5 with t = 2, however in this case we reduce from the N P-complete restriction of cvc-d to planar graphs of maximum degree 4 [16] . The graph G so constructed is then also a planar bipartite graph of maximum degree 4. If S is a connected vertex cover of size at most k in G, then S ∪ W is a connected vertex cover of size at most k in G . Conversely if S is a minimum connected vertex cover of size at most k in G , then S ∩ W = W . It follows that S ∩ V is a connected vertex cover in G of size at most k.
We now consider the parameterized complexity of cvc. Combining the recently improved Steiner tree algorithm [13, 28] with a colouring technique similar to that described in detail for 2-tvc-d in the proof of Theorem 7, we are able to achieve the following result (see [11] for the full proof):
Theorem 10. cvc-d is in F PT and can be solved in time O * (2.9316 k ), where k is the size of the cvc.
Complexity and approximability of t-tec
Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, where n = |V |, m = |E| ≥ 1, and let 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1. We begin this section by presenting a Gallai identity involving the concepts of a t-tec and a t-tree packing. A t-tree packing of G is a collection P = {G 1 , . . . , G k } of vertex-disjoint (non-induced) subgraphs of G, each of which is a tree containing exactly t edges. The value k is defined to be the size of P. Let β 1,t (G) denote the maximum size of a t-tree packing of G. Then β 1,1 (G) = β 1 (G), the size of a maximum matching in G. The following result gives a Gallai identity involving α 1,t (G) and β 1,t (G).
Theorem 11. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, where n = |V |, m = |E| ≥ 1, and let 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1. Then α 1,t (G) + β 1,t (G) = n.
Proof. Let P = {G 1 , . . . , G k } be a t-tree packing of G such that k = β 1,t (G). Let S initially contain the edges belonging to the subgraphs in P. Then |S| = kt and S covers k(t + 1) vertices of G, so that n − k(t + 1) vertices are as yet uncovered. Pick any uncovered vertex v. Then v is at distance at most t from a covered vertex w, for otherwise we contradict the maximality of P. Let v 0 = v, and let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v s be the vertices (in order) on a path in G from v 0 to v s , where v s is covered, v i is uncovered (1 ≤ i ≤ s − 1), and 1 ≤ s ≤ t. Add {v i , v i+1 } to S (0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1). Continue in this way until all vertices are covered. Then S is a t-tec of G. Moreover we add one edge for every additional vertex that we cover, so that |S| = kt + (n − k(t + 1)) = n − k, i.e. α 1,t (G) ≤ n − β 1,t (G).
Conversely let S = {S : S is a t-tec in G and |S| = α 1,t (G)}. Choose S ∈ S such that G[S] contains the fewest number of cycles. Let
Then by definition of S, it follows that G i contains at least t edges. Now suppose that G i contains a cycle, and let e be any edge on this cycle. If k = 1 then S = S\{e} is a connected subgraph of G that spans V , and hence |S | ≥ n − 1, so that S is a t-tec, contradicting the minimality of S. Hence k ≥ 2. Since S is an edge cover, there exists an edge e = {u, v} in G such that u is covered by G i and v is covered by some G j (1 ≤ j = i ≤ k). Let S = (S\{e}) ∪ {e }. Then S is a t-tec, |S | = |S| and S has one fewer cycle than S, contradicting the choice of S. Hence G i is acyclic. It follows that
Let P = {H 1 , . . . , H k } be formed by "pruning" each G i in order to form a tree H i containing exactly t edges (this may be carried out by repeatedly deleting edges incident to vertices of degree 1 in G i , until exactly t edges remain). Then P is a t-tree packing of G, and
We remark that, in the case t = 1, Theorem 11 gives the familiar Gallai identity
For each t ≥ 1, let t-tree packing denote the problem of computing β 1,t (G), given a connected graph G = (V, E), where n = |V | ≥ t + 1. Let t-tree packing-d denote the decision version of t-tree packing. Kirkpatrick and Hell [23] proved the following result concerning t-tree packing-d.
Theorem 12 ([23]). For each t ≥ 2, t-tree packing-d is N P-complete.
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorems 12 and 11.
Corollary 13. For each t ≥ 2, t-tec-d is N P-complete.
The next two results concern the approximability of t-tec for t ≥ 2.
Theorem 14. For each t ≥ 2, t-tec is approximable within 2.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be an instance of t-tec (a connected graph where n = |V | and m = |E| ≥ t). Any edge cover S of G satisfies |S| ≥ n 2 , since each edge of S covers 2 vertices of G. Now let T be a spanning tree of G. Suppose firstly that t ≤ n − 1. Then T is a t-tec of G and |T | = n − 1 ≤ 2α 1 (G) ≤ 2α 1,t (G) by Proposition 2, as required. Now suppose that t > n − 1. Let t = t − (n − 1). As G is connected, we may construct a t-tec S by adding t edges to T . Then |S| = t, so that S is in fact a minimum t-tec by Proposition 2.
Theorem 15. 2-tec in bounded degree graphs is not approximable within some δ > 1 unless P=N P.
Proof. 2-tree packing in graphs of maximum degree B is not approximable within some ε > 1 unless P=N P [22] . We may consider this problem as the starting point for a reduction to 2-tec that essentially follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 11 in the case that t = 2 and G = (V, E) is a connected graph of maximum degree B, where n = |V | and m = |E|. Now β 1,2 (G) ≥ m/(3B − 1), since any P 3 in a 2-tree packing P of G rules out at most 3B − 1 edges for inclusion in some other P 3 in P. By Theorem 11, α 1,2 (G) + β 1,2 (G) = n ≤ m, since the graph constructed by Kann's reduction [22] is not acyclic. Hence the reduction described here is an L-reduction (see [31] ) with parameters α = 3B − 2 and β = 1. The result follows by [35, Theorem 63] .
We now consider the parameterized complexity of t-tec (t ≥ 2).
Proof. Let G, k be an instance of t-tec-d. Then k is a parameter and G = (V, E) is a connected graph where n = |V | and m = |E| ≥ t. As observed in the proof of Theorem 14, k ≥ n 2 or else G, k is a NO-instance. Hence n ≤ 2k, so m ≤ (2k)
2 . Generating every subset S of E with at most k edges and verifying whether S is a t-tec is a process that takes O * ((2k) 2k ) overall time.
We now consider the concept of parametric duality (see [4, 9] for a recent exposition), which is in a sense quite related to the family of Gallai identities proved above. Define dual-t-tec-d to be the problem of deciding, given a connected graph G = (V, E) where n = |V | and m = |E| ≥ t, and a (dual) parameter k d , whether there a t-tec of size at most n − k d . Using the fact that 2-tree-packing-d is in F PT and solvable in time O * (2 5.3k ), where k is the size of the 2-tree-packing [32] , Theorem 11 implies the following result.
Theorems 16 and 17 therefore imply that both 2-tec-d and dual-2-tec-d are in F PT , a result rarely observed in the context of parameterized complexity. However, in the case of t-tvc and cvc, we can show:
Proof. To show membership in W[1] of dual-2-tvc-d, we employ the "Turing way" [3, 9] . That is, we exhibit a Turing machine whose f (k d )-step halting problem is solvable if and only if the given instance of dual-2-tvc-d is a YES-instance.
A 1-tape nondeterministic Turing machine M G for graph G = (V, E) would work as follows. The alphabet is V × {0, 1} (plus the end markers). The second part of the tape alphabet can be used to protocol which two vertices are tested. If all pairs have been tested, then the tape contains an independent set I.
3. Now use the second part of the tape alphabet to cycle through all subsets of I. For each subset ∅ = X ⊆ I, we have to test whether X = N (v) for some v / ∈ I. If this is the case, then we have detected a vertex from the vertex cover V \ I that has no neighbour from V \ I.
To this end, an n-bit internal memory is used. Initially, this is an all-zero vector. Upon reading X off the tape, at most k d bits are set to 1. Then, by the internal memory bit vector X = N (v) can be checked in one further step.
If the infinite loop is not entered (i.e., X = N (v) for all v ∈ V \ I), then the k d bits are set to 0 again, and then the "next set" is selected by the bit vector counter on the tape.
Finally, the bit vector counter on the tape contains only ones, and then the machine will stop.
Hence, there is a function f (k d ) such that G has a total vertex cover of size n−k d iff M G stops in at most f (k d ) steps.
We now show that dual-t-tvc-d is W[1]-hard, for each t ≥ 2. We use the same reduction as in Theorem 3, where G = (V, E) is a connected graph with n = |V | ≥ 2 and k d is a parameter, given as an instance of independent set-d. Then G has an independent set of size k d if and only if the (n + t)-vertex graph G has a t-tvc of size n − k d + (t − 1) = (n + t) − (k d + 1).
In the case of dual-cvc-d, the proof is similar; the same reduction may be used with t = 2.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have defined the concepts of a t-tvc and a t-tec for t ≥ 1, which are motivated by the notions of covering and clustering in graphs. We have presented N P-completeness, approximability and parameterized complexity results for associated optimization and decision problems.
Until now, enumeration-based solutions to parameterized decision problems seemed to be doomed to give rise to a complexity function O * (C k ) where C is quite large. Our F PT algorithms in this paper demonstrate how this can be overcome by introducing appropriate "colourings" and corresponding reduction rules within the search tree algorithm. A further example is the edge dominating set algorithm described in [10] . Moreover, a novel way of analyzing search trees that can be decomposed into two phases is exhibited; this has proved to be highly effective in the case of 2-tvc-d and cvc-d, and should also be applicable in improving the analysis of other fixed-parameter algorithms.
In Section 4, we described very briefly in outline an O * (2.9316 k ) algorithm for cvc-d. As mentioned in Section 1, an improved O * (2.7606 k ) algorithm for cvc-d will be reported in [27] . It is likely that a further improvement could be obtained by combining the approach of Moelle et al. with the reduction rules that we employ for our cvc-d algorithm.
The results in this paper leave open the following problems, among others, that are worthy of further consideration: (1) Formulate polynomial-time algorithms for t-tvc and t-tec in restricted classes of graphs. (2) Formulate (if possible) F PT algorithms for t-tvc-d (t > 2). Are the corresponding parametric dual problems in W[1] ? (3) Consider "clustering" variants of vertex domination and edge domination.
